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00LUMHS Ill THE ELASTIC RA19GE*

By Robert Kappus

SUMKARY

The result of the present Investigations is substan-
tially as follows. The buckling of centrally loaded col-
umns of open section is always accompanied by a twist If
the cross section discloses neither axial nor point symme-
try. Then the cross sections twist about an axis of ro- .
tation D, the locatlon of which depends upon the shape
of the median line of the section, the wall thickness and
column length, and the limiting conditions. There are
three such axes and consequently three different critical”
compressive ~tresses (twisting failure stresses). With
point symmetry of the cross section (wherein the case of
double-column symmetry IS containod as a spoclal case) the
three critical compressive stresses are given in two Euler
strossos for (twist-free) buckling in diroctlon of the two
principal axes of inertia and one twisting failure stress
for twisting about an axis of rotation passing through the
contor of gravity. With simple cross-section symmetry, it
finally affords one Muler streos for buckling In direction
of the axis of symmetry and two twisting failure stresses
for twisting about two axes of rotation in the plane of
symmetry, Buckling perpendicular to the axis of symmetry
is therefore connected with a twlet of the column, The
thicker the wall and the greater the length of the columns “

the more the effect of the twist is neutralized, as the
distanoe between center of rotation and center of gravity
continues to increase until finally, the observed buck-
ling Is practically free from twist.

This holds for symmetrical as well as for unsymmetri-
oa”l sections: the Euler formula gives, .in this case, good
(slightly too high) approximate values.

*“Drillknicken zentrisch gedr;ckter St~be mit offenen pro-
fil. im”elastischen Bereich.” Luftfahrtforschung, vol.
14, no. 9, September 20, 1937, pP. 444-467. “
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INTRODUCTION

For centrally loaded columns of solid cross eectlon”
or thick-walled, hollow cross eection, ouly one type of
instability of the ‘straight” equilibrium pattern is rec-
ognized Y namely, twist-free buckling, which is usually
termed flexural buckling or (In tho elastic range) Euler
bucklin~. For cross sections of thin-walled open or
cloned section and short column length, another type of
instability in the original equilibrium pattern Is of i.xn-
porteace, namely, the buckling of the less bending-resis-
tant walls due to Inferior wall thiclmess. Lastly, there
is yet a third instability phenomenon observed on thin-
walled columns of open section - that is, ~ti~=~.=
lin~ or, as It is also called, twisti~ failurQ.
under n certain critical compressive force, the stralg;t
equilibrium pattern may be accompanied by infinitely ad-
jacent tmistod eqnilibriurn patterns whereby, in contrast
to thos case of buckling, tho cross-sectional shape is pre-
served and the strains due to reciprocal twisting of the
cross sections about a =,Tell-defined axis of rotation are
given.

Tho romson for tho Importance of twisting failure bo-
Ing rostrictod to columns of thin-walled open section, iq
duo to the fact thnt opon sections - espocinlly, when
thin-walled - possess an oxtrenoly low twisting strength.
Tvisting fniluro ig most often and most clearly observed
In airplane designs where the employed sections usually
have much thinner walls than iS customary on other struc-
tures. Aviation literature on this stability problem is
substantially exhausted with a theoretical treatiso by H.
Wagner (reference 1), and a further report by H. Wagner
and V- Pretschner (reference 2) which also contains test
data for angle sections. In structural engineering lit-
erature, the twisting failure of centrally loaded columns
doos not ay>oar at all - as far as the writer known - ex-
cept for ono recent article by H. and F. Bleich (referenco
3). In this report tho writers use tho energy method for
the derivation of the differential equations for the strain
quantities, while Wagner attains a clearer differential
equation for the angle of twist from a consideration of
the moment equilibrium about the column axis. In spite of
the fundamentally Identical assumptions, the results do
not agree, and for the following reasons:

Wagner defines the axis of rotation, to begin with,
on the inconclusive assumption that the center of rotation

. .
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on twisting. failure is coincident with the so-oalled “cen-

i- t-er of”~shear,’i.whiLe--H. and Z. .Bleich ’us,-formula for the

1
work of the. external foroes, fails t-o inoitide the t-e”rm

\
which accounts for the twisting of the moss sections.

~,
In the following a ~omplete theory of twisting fail-

ure hy the energy method IS developed, based on substan-
tially the same assumptions aq those” employed by Wagner
and Blelch. Problqms treated. in detail are: the stress
and strain condition under St. Venant twist and in twist.
with axial oonatralnt: the concept of shear center and
the energy method for problems of elastio stability.

10 CENTER OF ROTATION AND WARPING UNDER

ST. VENA?IT TWIST: SHXAR CENTER M, TWISTING

WITH MKIAL CONSTRAINT

3’i@m?e 1 shows the median line of an open section
with several essential symbols. A rectangular system of
coordinates x, y, E is passed through the oentroid S
of one end cross section of the correlated column; x, y
are arbitrary centroido,l axes of the cross section, and z
thh column axis; axes x, y, z aro to form c right-hand
syotem; i.e., the z axis in fi~-re 1 points toward the
obcerver. We arbitrarily fix a direction of rotation and
thereby ~.lloce.te to each point of the section center line .
a circumferential coordinate u. Suppose the direction of ‘
the positive sense of rotation indicates the positive tan-

1 gentinl direction t; at right anglqs to it, the posi-
tive normal direction n points toward the right, as ob-

, served when looklng In t dlrectlon. The distances rt

mn a ‘n of the tangent and of the normal, equal the dis-
tance r of the particular.point from the centroid S.

1 A line drawn from S In posittve n direction indicates
tho positive rt direction. This ~a the x dlrectton!
form an cngle a to be measured in”the positive sense of
rotation (rotating from +x tOward j+y). If the t di-

* rection relativq to % has, sa~, a positive sense of ro-
tation, rt Is positive according to the preceding notm-
tlon. Correspondingly, rn Is cotited positive when n
rotates positive in relation to S.

Consider a column, as in figure 1, under the effect
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of tvistlng moments T applled at Its two free end cross
sections in “conformity vith St. Venantts theory of twist.
Jl?hecross-sectional shape is preserved and all stresses
and strains other than the angle of twist cp are unaf-

fected by z.
*

The I[reforredll angle of twist V1 = ~ is

constant. With G =
‘Z7%

as shear modulus and JT =“

()~, U- S3 as twisting strength 1) whereby U Is the devel-

oped contour of the center line of the section and s Is
the wall thickness, it is T = GJTql. The linear dis-

tribution of the shearing (twisting) stresses TT over

the mall thickness in any cross section is exactly the
same as in a small rectangular strip. In particular, the
shearing stress in the center llne of the section is zero -
as a result of which there in no agular change between it
and tho elements of the surface (longitudinal fibers).
Eve= ~lement of the median line of the sectton remains
perpendicular to the correlated fiber, which remains
s~m~m, according to the linearized theory. Then since
the fibers, depending on their distance from the contor of
rotation, are differently inclined, the cross section does
not remain flat. If the rotation is, for instance, about
an axis passing through S, the displacement of a point
in the cross-sectional plane is given with V = r CP (fig.
2): t~e component in tangent direction is accordingly:

Vt =rtq (1)

There being no an~l~r change between the circumferential
and the fiber element, the displacement is:

(2)

where W is the cross-sectional warping (positive In di~
roction of the po~itivc z axis). With the introduction
of the unit warning w (of the dimension of an area, fig.
1) ES

U=UR

1) 1
For variable wall thickness JT = ~, r S3dum

●.
U=uo

I
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W=-qfw “ (3)
. ...,- -+“} . . . . . ,. -.

eqtiatlon (2) (with equation 1) gives - while ob-dervihg “
that according to assumption, W,cp’, w are to be inde-

2) that ~S: “pendent of z, ~ . rts

u

w =Wo+ 1 rt du (4)

If the rotation Instead”of about S is mround any
Other point of rotation D with the coordinates xD and

yD* through whioh a coordinate sVstem ~, ~ is placed

parcllel to x, y, it correspondingly gives

and

and

(5)

ii. -P’s (6)

\u

i= Go +
J

;t du (7)

Figure 2 illustrates t~e”folloming relations:

du cos a = ay, du sin a = - dx

I

hence

~e~o =W-wo + %S(7-YO) - ?S(x-xo)

I i.e..

I . := W+%ay - ;s x+ K

I or
%= W - XD y+ YD X+ K

(8)

1

.——-——. — ..—
b.

~tric%ly smeaking, these relations are valid fox the
~u

center line only; w = g rt du + rn n is more exact.

Since n, at the most, is equal to s/2, the cross-sec-
tional warping rn n, superposing themselves on the cir-

cumferential warping j“ rt du, oan be neglected.
o

___ --—
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The unit warping R and w for one and the same
section differ accordingly by one linear expression in x
and y. In both ca~es the same stress condition prevails
and the. reciprocal strains aro complotoly the same. Tho
difforonco In warping lies merely in tho relation to dif-
forcnt rcforonco pianos, rhich aro porpondiculnr to tho
monontary axes of rotation of tho twisted column. Accord-
ing to St. Vonant?s theory of twist, tho position of tho
axis of rotation 1s, on principle, undotormlnod because,
since r.11 fibers remain straight, each fiber and each ono
pn.rcllol to it, ma7 serve as a,xis of rotr.tion. Fixing
tho c.xis of rotation - say, thrbugh hinges - and prescrib-
ing tho ncrping of any.point, establishes the warping of
all points if the load in the end sections is applied in
accord with tho theory. But the axis of rotation can
also %0 cctmblimhod, ns seen from equatLon (9~), by pre-
scribing the warping of threo (not lying on one straight
line) points arbitrarily, bOcaUSe threo of such equations
suffice for tho correct ~olution of tho unknown factors K,
XTJ, ~.nd YD- The froquontly entertained opinion that in
St. Vonantts twist the nXiS of rotation would always have
to pass through ono definite point, the center of shear M,
is thoroforo untenable.

Since the concopt of shomr center Is bolng used re-
pe:>todly in this report, m brief discussion of tho formu-
las defining its position is glvon. Putting c thin-walled,
open-section column under transverse load results, in gon-
crnl, in twisting in addition to warping. Warping Is not
accompanied by twist (definition of shear center) if the
trc.nsvcrsc force passes through tho center of ~hear Ma
Assuming linear distribution of tho bending stresses la
tnist-frco tending cnd dofi.ning the shearing etresoes due
to trailsvcrso forco in the us~l manner from oquillbriun
condftioas, the st~tOmeat that in this caso tho transvermo
forco rolr.ttm to the shear center may have no momont~ .
leads to the
shear c~n~er:g~bsequent

5efinition equations for the

\> ...

1
SW * ii.F

I
= O and yw* dF = O (lo)

“F ● F—————-- .-...-———- — -——— ——-

3)For the derivation of these formulas as well as of thOi3e
used for integration of arbitrary sections, see the arti-
cle ~ntitled: ‘fShear Center of Thin-Walled Sectione, llby
W. Luckor, published by the Static Test 3ranch of tho
D.V.L.
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Here&m. .. x, y “denote any. coord~nate -system passing~.;
and the unit -wampi~, w,, ..rej?erredto shear

I

M are given with
. . ..,,-

f.

u
*“

w = W. *+ rt ● du

7

through
oenter
.... .

(11) “

)’ whereby rt* equals the die?anoe of the clroumferentlal
; tangent from the shear cente~ (fig. 2). On the basis of

the coordinate system Z, ~ parallel to x, y placed
through the arbitrary (to be chosen properly) referenoe
point O, figure 2 indicates

Ft = rt * + 5M 00s a + ~M sln a (12)

From

follot7s o

(14)

The Introduction of (14) in (10) then gives the two equa-
tions (i5) for tho coordinates ~:{ ~M of tho shear cen-
ter M

h While-no particular importance attaches,to M in the
ease of St. Venantfs twist, it plays a significant part

1“

In,tnist with axial constraint, where Q’ = &p/dz is no
longer constant. This case occurs, for example, if the

I
column is clamped at one end or when, other than the end

/
moments, individual moments or distributed momonts . (mz)
arecapplled in addition. Then tho axle of rotation alrrays[
paeses through the shear center ae shown later (equ@tion
18). All other fibers bend, because the warping W is

,. not constant as a rosu~t of tho changeability of Vr md

strains c* = ~W*/az and stresses ,.u?=.Et*., occur in
consequence In column diroetion. Inasmuch as the stresses
a* themsolvos then aro variablo again, it simultaneousl~
results, for reasons of oqulllbrium, in shearing stresses
T* “constantly dlstributod ovor thw wall thioknoss, eours-
ing in tho direction of the “column axis and of the c5rcum-
feronco.

1 1 1 ,, ,,
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Unless the column length 1s abnormally small, these“s-
hearing stresses T* remain small compared to the axial
stresses u*, so that the related equations Y, in accord-
ance with the usual assumption of thfi elementary beam the-
ory, may be ignored. The warping W of open sections is,
thorofore, under. the ass.umptlon of preservation of cross-
sectional shape, to be computed in the same manner as In
pure St. Venantle twist, where no slippage in the section
line occure either. From theVt?articl d~fferential equa-
tion (2) circumscribed f~r and W in conjunction

with tho unit warping w defined by equation (11) fol-
1017s:

w*=- Cpl W* + f(z)

hence

V* =E&E~=- E(q)t’w*+fi”(z)) (17)

As the tmisted column iS to transmit neither axial
load nor bending moments, the axial stresses # for each
cross section must form an equilibrium group; that is, if
F is the cross-soctlonnl area

I
a /3

U* dF = O,
J

x U* dF = O, ryu*dF=O

‘F
“.

(18a,b,c)

Since ff(!z) is constant over F, and x and y are cen-
trotdal axes, the equations (10) follow direct from (18b,c), .
which proves the coincidence of center of rotation and cen-
t“er of shear In this case. Equation (18a) glvee:

J
3

ff(z) II~.Cp F W* dF (19)

Complinnco with
1’

J

.4
** &F . () (20)

F
which is always posslblo with suitable choice of WO* In

‘(11) or of K in (14), affords the following simple relc-
tions:

W* = - Q’ W* (16’)

and u*=- E Qii w* (17”)
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~,
The shearing btresses T*; follow from the equilibrium

I‘eond,itioa fw. foroos..in ,the .,z ...d*roctton at a small ele-
!

I

ment s dll dz: . . . . --,

“a&) + ~ a~
a, u =0 (21)

!:. The shenrtng stresses T*
1“

dfi form a force couple of the “
magnitude “ x (J*q)~~~, whereby the term

rC* = w** dF (22)
~JF .

Is designated as warping strength relatlve to M.4) Tho
twisting moment of the shearing strossos T~ being glvon
with GJTgI, tho term for the total twisting momont
roads:

T =GJT~I-EC*gtti (23)

Despite tho fact that the shearlag stresses T* -aro usucl-
ly substantially smaller than the shearing stresses 7T,
both ehmre approxl~atoly aliko on the total twisting moment,
according to numerical calcula~ions. This is due to the
fact that tho lovor arms of T are of the order of magni-
tude of tho aoction dlmonslons, while t o levar arm of 7T
is oqua.1 to 2/3 of tho wall thickness.5 ?

b

Tho calculation of tho angle of twist along the s
axis for prodotermined individual twisting moments M% and
distributed moments mz hinges on the Integration of tho
differential equation:

I

+ SEC *dv-GJT9’’=mg (24)
-— .-— —.— —--

4)Siixmi~~-axial constzn~nt “is at times termed
“flexurr.1 torsion, lithe quantity C is also designated as
$QX~on-bQQtig constant (Cbd or CBT (references 1 and 2).
But In thQ above case, the term ‘Itorsion bending”” is mis-
leading since twisting moments, but no bonding momonts, meb
transmitted (oqu-ations 18b,c). .

5)This Ie readily provod on a simple oxamplo of tho I sOC-
tioni The axlml Conatratnt causes tho fl~ges to warp -d
act llko individual bars: that is, havo llnear distribu-
tion of u* and paraboltc distribution of T* . while the
web disclosee no further stresses asido from 7T ●
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!l!holimiting and trarls~tion conditions depend upon
tho rarping and stresses at the bordors; they are ohtalnod
from (151), (17’), and (23). With complote cozlstrafnt,
for example, we have cpi = O: with no constraint, it is
P “ = o,

2. STRESS AND STRAIN CONDITIONS AT TTISTING FAILURE;

ENERGY T3RMS Ai AWD Arw; DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS FOR THE STRAIN QU~TITIES ~fl, Vss 1?

To grin Cn insight into tho forces involvod at twist-
ing fc.ilure, considor a centrally loaded open-section col-
umn (fig. 1) under the effect of the critical compreReive
forco P. In nontvi~ted condition ench fi%er is under tho
samo comproesivc stress; that 1s, in the critical case the
twisting-failure strens is flD = P/F. While ~D and, con- .
sequcntly, the compression of tho column repreoent flnito
quantities, tho strossos nnd strains incurred on transition
from tho &trai=lzt to the twisted equilibrium position, must
he lookod upon as small quantities of tho first order of
smallness. To thorn, the same relations, expressed In the
‘preceding chapter with equations (161), (17’), (18a), and
(19) to (23) apPly, except that nov the temporarily un-
knonn contor of rotation D is no longer coincident with
tho shear center M, since the statomont contained in (18b,
13c) no longer holds true. The torque of the shearing
forces in each cross section with respect to the axis of ro-
tation D can le computed from (23). where D substitutes
for U: accordingly, instead of C

(25)
“~F

whereby (’t) and (9), respoctlvely, are valid for the unit

warping S referred to cc”nter of rotation D, and -Wo
and K mxst be so defined that

f.

/
~dF=O

“1?
For reasons of equilibrium, an anti-moment related to the
external ~oad Is necessary; this is accomplished through.
the slope of the longitudinal fibers toward the axis of
rotation at angle :T’g so that the components of the

.
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.
compressive forces CFD dR’ perpendicular to the axis of

b- - ..,
rotatio&-, yiOld a rotating.moment of . .

about the column axis. The equilibrium of the moments
. about the” axis ox rotation then affords the differential

equation: “

E6~v+(~n~p-DGJT)~’l =0

from yhich with

(26)

(27)

follows the critical stpes’q as:.

But this formula does not as yet allow the calcula-
tion of the critical stress ~, since the position of D
remuins unknown. For the most general case of lack of
cros~-aoctton f3ynmetry, the. two other conditions for me-.
ment equilibrium about two cross-sectional axes are still
needed. In twist mith axial constraint, theee equilibrium
conditions lead exactly to the ehear center (oquatio~s
(18b,c)); here, however, the & substituting for u must
be so distributed that their moments on the assumedly iso-
lated part, are in equilibrium with the moments of the ex-
ternal forces due to the strain. Both mome.nte are o: the
first order of smallness - the firet on account of a,
the other on accomnt of the lever arms. In Wagner~s for-
mula, where D is equated to M, that is,- tho sam~ as
(28) if D is replaced by M (that is, C by O and”

Jp . bY JP*), these equilibrium conditions are violated.
b ..

Intending to resume these equili~rlum conditions in
section 5, we now proceed In a iimplo manner to the deri-
vation of the differential equation of tvisting failure by
means of the oncrgy method. To this the energy of the in-
ternal and external forces (that is, tho total potential)

.— ,-. , , . — —-——
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must be expreeeed through .tho strains, after whloh the
difforentipl equations - the mathematical expression for
consistency of stress and strain on the element - then
follow purely formally In accord with the rules of cal-
culus of variations.

?Y ~~ is meant tho difference betneen the strain

energy of the twisted and the stratght equilibrium pat-
terns under critical load P, and by Aa, the energy of

the critical compressive force P on transition from
straight to tvisted equilibrium position. Both expres-
sions must - since this relates to a stability problem -
be quadratic functions of tho strain quan~itles and, con-
sequently, of the second order of smallnese. Since the
twisting process takes place of itself, i.e., without en-
ergy input, the total potontial of the internal and ex-
ternal forces Ai - Aa retains the valuo O of the ini-

tial condition. Of course, the validity of Ai-Aa=O

is contingent upon the correct etrain in the onorgy terms.
For all other geometrically possiblo strains below the
critical load, the energy required is Al -Aa>on tho

very fact upon which the nonappearance of thoso strains is
based. I’or actuall~ possible strains, i.e. , compatible
with tho oquilibriurn conditions, Ai - Aa is a minimum of

value O. This dual statement eupplies the critical load -
tho so-czlled stability limit, as Tell na tho strains (do-
finod up to an arbitrmry factor). Mxpressod in the form
of the cnlculus of variations, the minimum requirement
reads 6 (.Ai- Aa) = O. It always embodios the other dic-
tum Ai - Aa = O, as can be proved.

The strain energy

length I at twisting

8=1

Ai absorbed by the column of
failure, is:

t-i
++

/{[
E

}
~a dF”+ G JT @a dz (29)

,1 “F
B=o

The assumptions we shall make are as thoso made for twist-
ing wit

3
axial constraint. The cross section retains its

ehane,6 so that tho strain may bo expressed by three quan-

6)N0 floxural loads bein~ apnlied porpondicular to the eur-
face of tho column, the mssu~ption of preservation of croos-
sectional shapo holds with great accuracy, failing only mhon
tho lengths or wr.11 thicknossos are very small, as then tho
walls may buckle.
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tlea: For example, the anglo of twist T and the dls-
m.

‘.placements ~6 and Tl~--.ofthe-centrold S , relatlve..to

tho position of the center of rotation D,. which are to
be measured in the direotlon of the x and y axes of
the croso sections of the untwisted column. Thea .

(31).

replace (161), (17’), and (20)

and

J

i
tifm=o (32)

“F
whereby (32) voices the equilibrium condition essential to
the stability problem, namely, that the axial force (-P)
remains unchanged. Equation (9) herewith becomes:

(33)

gs=-iscp, ‘mS=+=. v (34)

then follows from (31) the important relation for the
strain distribution:

(35 )

after which a simple computation and the introduction of
(35 ) in (2Q ) gives the strain energy Ai :

%=7?

1

‘r
Ai=$

t E Jy !a “a + 2E J=y
b,

~~n Ils” + E Jx fl~”a +
s.,” -., .,
%=0 .+ 2E + ~“ q)” + 2E Rx ~a” (p” +

(36)

I
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/

a

c = --+(j’.d’~
“F F

(37)

(38)

(39)

The quantities Ry, Rx, and C are dependent on the

shape of the cross section only. In conformity with the
conce~t of static no~ent R= (and R7)..—__—. ___ _ are termed “curv-
A~w~t.–fQz..L34—4S~”~” (f’orth~ y axis, respec:ive-

———

ly), C the ‘lcurvin~ atreagti-.x~Ufiy~_&_g” (cf. C ,

equation 22). For symmetrical sections, for instance, the
course of the unit warping w ie antlsymmetrical, if the
point of the section center line which noets the axis of
symmetry is coordinated to zero warping (equation 4).
Thus ,

‘Y = O for eymnmtry vith the x axis, and Rx = O
for symmetry with tho y axis. As x, y arq centroidal
axes , these relations aro applicable to any other determi-
nation of the ~.rbitrary constant W. as well.

!i!hcenerqy Aa of the external forces - that is, of
the compressive force P - due to contraction of chord on
buckling of the fibers, is computed as for the buckling
Euler column, since as a result of the rotation about the
axis of rotation D all originally straight fibers change
to mlane curves. With ~ and ~ as displacement compo-
nents of any cross section point, it is:

Z=2

(40)

Accordin~ to Euler!s theorem
a point is built up from tho
and the rotary motion around
erence point, it then is:

of kinematics, the motion of
motion of any reference point
that point. To r S as ref-

11= Ts+xlv (41 )
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Consequently, since X, y are eentroldal axes,
- . .,. -...

S=I “--“
...

t, La=.
~ /{m+ ~ E(ta }

‘8 + T#) + (Jx+ Jy)q@ dz (42 )

Z=o

According to the rules of calculus of variations:

8(Ai-Aa)=0 (43)

then affords in simple manner the three differential equa-
tions for tho strain quantities

+ (~ JP - G JT)cP”=O
-

They state that the forces followln
f

from (30) must
equilibrium at each column element six equilibrium

(44a)

(44i))

#(44c)

be In
con-

ditions in similar manner as this is expr~ssod for a Euler
column buckling in the xz plnno by the differential equa-

tion EJyt lV + p g“ = 0, which, with observance of the

strain law ‘Y = - E Jy ~“ follows from the equilibrium

Bocause equations (44) are coupled together, the three
quantities ~fJC fl.. ana~ usually occur concurrently; but

if symmetry prevails, it is otherwise. With symmtry to
tho i: C.xis, for Instance, equr.tlon (44a) is independent
of (44k) and (440), bec~uso Jx= = O -d Ey = O. In this

tcaso a deflection s, Independent of ns and v is pos-
s1bl.e,

b In the simplest case of double symmetry, tho three
equations and with them tho strain quagtitl’os ~s ~fJ_9 ~a

cp thomselvos, aro indopendont of each othor. Accordingly,
thoro c.re then, three dlfforent buckling processes, of
which, of course, only the one with the lowest critioal

The crit-compreselve stress is of practloal .slgnificance. .
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ical compressive stre”sses ‘D 1 = U7, ‘Da = Ux, dD
3 = us

at

-IV* E Jy ma E Jx

‘Y =~y-–v~x=~— (46) ,(47)
F

and

q+~Ec
cra = —-

‘P

Under tho critical twisting-failure stress, according to
(48) tho column thus twists about an axis of rotation,
passing through tho contr id S.

i
For an I section, for

exmlplo, it moans, with ~ = 2.6, if h is tho height of

tho nob, ad b iS the mlith of the flange:

(49)

To make twisting failure pos~i.ble practically, tho I sec-
tion must not onl~- kvo the proper thin tvall, hut its flcngo
width must oxcood tho height of tho rob; for tho condition
of smaller % then tho Euler stress for buckling about
the wob cxis, roads:

()~3 + 0.468 (h + 2b)a Sa ~ ~ 1
b b

(50)

l?or sections without axial symmetry but disclosing
point symmotr

7
(for oxamplo,

(equations 44
Z socttons tiith equal legs)

also aro not coupled because Rx = Ry = O,

rogcrdless of whothor the controidal axes X,y ar.o princi-
pal axes of inertia or not. And tho twisting failuro again
occurs r.bout an axis of rotation through S under criti-
cal compressive stress 0s, nccording to equation (48).

In tho nest gonoral c.nso of nsymmotrical open sec-
tions, nono of tho strossos cited in equations (46) to (48)
is a critical -comprossivo stress. The critical values
~Dl , aDa # ‘D3 then follow as roots of a cubic equation.
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With simple sym~%ry their place Is taken by a linear and

a ~y~~.ra:ic equation..* .. ..- -~, .,--.

Bloi.chts article lacks the essential term UD(Jx+Jy)
v
la in the expression for Aa, though the expression for

the strain energy Al is as to contents in agreement with
(36~ Clased formulas for the quantities Ry, Rx, C of .
the typo of (37), (38), and (39) are not given; the con-
copt df unit warping itself IS not employed. Their invos-
tlgation is restricted to contoured oolumns built up from”
flfbt plates. They proceed from the curvatures of the in-
dividual plates expressed mlth three strain quantities
~~. T~* v. and to which the conventional theory of beam
flexure is applied. Tho strains (F) are mado proportion-
al to those curvatures and a linear distribution Is postu-
lated along the straight piocos, of which tho cross sec-
tion consists. With n .platos it affords for tho calcu-
lation of tho n unknown strains at p-late center, n-l
transition conditions and one oquillbrium condition (oqua-
tlon (32)). The calcul~tion of those n uuknown strains
must bo carri~d through firot for each section. And even
then the expressions for

‘Y’ ‘x’
and C (given for some

sections by 316ich) follow only after the dovelopmont of
tho oxprossion for At ● Tho lack of term UD(JX+JY) q’a
In tho cxprosslon for Aa results in tho completo cbsonce
of ~ ln”310ich~s oquntlon, which corresponds to oqua-
ti.on (44c).

3. SPECIATr CASE 03’ SECTION SYMMETRICAL iVITH

X AXIS, CHAHTEL SECTION AS EXAMPLE

For symmetry with the x axis, it 1s: Jxy =Oand

‘Y = o. T%is releases (44S) from (44b) and (44c), which
are couplesd through % # o- The solution is again ef-

fected with (45) but now “ aa and as are ao longer inde-

pendent of each othor. Xquation (44a) becomes:

EJy$s. lv+uDF~s”=o

with whtch (45a) becomes:

(51)

(52)

From equations (44b,c), now mrltten:

1 ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ mmm ,. ,,-
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Z Jx Tl~lv+ERx~v+~DR’~’n =0 (53a)

‘%qs ‘v+ EC&v+ (~DJp-GJT) ~“=0 (531))

follow two homogeneous linear equations for the unknown
8= and ~

(54a)

which have a solution other than zero only when their de-
terminant disappears:

This condition affords a quadratic equation”for the
two critical compressive strenses ‘%2 and %.” Ahbreri-

ating (47) and (48) with the added abbreviation (dimension
of a 9tresa)

(56)

equation (55) can be written as:

thit is:

This relation can be represented by Mohrfs circle
(fig. 3) and thus enable a simple graphical solution of
~ fron cst Ux, and Px. The smaller root is seen to be



1
I
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consistently smaller, the greater root consistently great-
er than qqd (TS. ., -e~x . . Th strains correlated to-’.....-,- . . . -..-.*.-.. ‘Da and...

CD= are given-with equations (45btc), from &hloh fbllows: .

(59)

The cross sections accordingly twist” about the centers of
rotation Da and D3 lying on the axis of sym~try and
whose coordinates ‘D n and xD3 , after insertion of ‘Da
and ‘D s in one of (54), give:

(60)

or else

For px + O it iS ~~ #ux and un # ~a: the value

for SD i~, in consequence, alw~ys finite. In other
vords, re obtain the Important result that on a symmetri-
cal open section a buckling in direction (y) perpendicu-
lar to the uIs of symmotiry (x) is always accompanied by
column. twist. For very thick-walled soctlons, of course,
Ua Is very great on account of the groat tnlsting strength

SO that aDa - ~= and aD3 ~ cam Th~s is recognized from

Mohrls circle or else from tho approximate formulas vhlid
for groat ratio ua/qx :

.

(62)

(63)

follonlng from (57) cr (58). In this case, for ~Da =

ax the center of rotntion ~ is oxtromoly remote from
-. -. .

—— -.— - —. — — --
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tho centroid, while for very high twisting-failure etress

m~ - us. the center of rotation D3 is almost coinci-

dent with the centroid. On sufficiently thick-walled, sym-
metrical open sections, the buckling In direction perpen-
dicular to the axis of symmetry is therefore practically
free fro= twist.

Bleich, lacking the term -~ Jp in the determinant

(55), reached instead of (57), the linear equat~on:

.

with the single solution
7)

Pxa
aBlei~h = ‘x - ~

This formula which, with observance of

(equations 47, 56, and 15) nay also be written as

agrocs with tho apnl’oximate formula (62) , valid for

(64)

(55)

(66)

(67)

vory--
small ratio a=/o s , and supplles for that reason usefui

values for the conventional sections and lengths used in
structural engineering. But for the thin-walled sections
customary in airplane design, the discrepancies between

aBletch and aD may become quite considerable. From the

theoretical point of view, it is even more essential that,
according to B16ichts fornula for Aa, one of the criti-
cial compressive stresses alwayg be lost. According to thctt
theory, for instance, twisting failures of point symmet-
rical sections should be impossible.
.— ————.——-————————

7)Bloichts equa~ion of the critical load, written with our
notation, reads as follows:

((
Rxa ma ~ Jx

‘31eich = ‘E 1 - ‘— GJTJ
, PI = ———

JXC+
‘))

28
P~
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The boundary conditions for the case corresponding to
(58) are, as subsequently establ~shed from (45) for both*.
“casks “ (z = 0, =“= ~) : ~e”=O, ““~E”-=O =d ~=o~

~“ = o- It means, according to (31), that & = 0; &hat
is, complete axial nonconstralnt obtains. For it, W =
- WI % with q)’+ O, according to equation (30). The
exact realization of these boundary conditions, even on the
simplest cross-sectional forme, would require spooial sup-
portc with several knifo edges, In order to on~ble the in-
dlvtdual parte of the support to follow the cross-sectional
wmr~tng~

17ith complete uial constraint (say, br melding to
rigid support platoe, etc. ), the following formulas replac-
ing (45) are appropriate:

(lla=askl -cos~w+), v=% (1
2n- %

- Cos -—
1 )

(68)

At both boundaries no havo cp = O and V’ = O: thct
ifl, f = o, according to eq~ation (30), and In addition,
m, = O and qs? = 0. As qY + o, 5 likcxvlse is 5 ~ O,
according to equation (31). Everything else follows in
tho samo manner as beforo; in equations (54) to (58) t/2
rcplaccs t.

For other boundary or support conditions, it is rocom-
mondcd to obtain by tests a substitute length which re-
places Z In (58). The substitute length lies always bo-
thocn J/~ and t.

For Illuetra,tion, we repeat tho formulas for a channel
section. Tho solutton of the unit marplng, of warping mo-
ment ~, oad warping strength C , Is carried out In sec-
tion 8. With a ma web height, and b as flange length,
it 1s:

IT* E as a.+6b
=x = --S-- .U .Y = ~= tiQd

.1 12(a+2b)’ La 3(CL+21))8
(69), (70)

‘.:(n+2b)3 Sa %8. c*b3 (2aa+15ab+26b8) +
= gTE __

‘e
v (71)

z
{

(a+2h ) aaTa~-Z+2b ) +-4bs (2a+bn
}

T?12 2aa baPx = –——— (a+sb )

7 -——— .
(m+2b )~~~aa (a+6b ) (n+2b ) +~;3~}

(72)

1 ——
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In the apocial case of “a = l),. illustrated in figure 4,

we obtain (with ~ = 2.6):

ux=~ + E
= 0.1944 ~a~— (73)

36 (t/b)a (t/b)a

~ naE(-JY= = 0.1111
9 (l/b)a

TTE
(74)

(t/b)a

a

()]
~ WE——

(t/b)s
(75)

I)

#E
P= = - 0.2680 —~ -

(t/b)
(76)

Thea vCD follows, according to equation (58) or with the
aid of Uohr?s circle. We have included in figure 4 the
curves for Wagner~s fornula8):

GJT+fi E.C*

% =
——.—— (77)

Jp *

as veil as Bleich’s formula (65) or (67) for comparison.
For a = b, is obtained:

(78)

r 0.3693
a~leich=O”1944 ~1 - -—— 1———— —

0.4345+0.04251
(:7 (%J %7 (7’)

The discrepancies between CM and CD as explained
in section 6, increase uith vail thickness and length,
whilo tho (inferences between ‘Blelch and CD are groat-
-——.--——— ---—-. ——-—— —.-—
8)C* is identical nith lfagner?s Cbdu. Ho then added (dis-
regarded hero) the term Cbdn connected with the transverse
warping, but which servos no useful purp~so unless it pro-
cisol.y portalns to very short columns of unflanged anglo
Section, !!!section, or cruciform section.
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est for small length and wall thiokness. The curve of the
t~isting failure Streseos on cannot approach the Euler>>
6uiie’ -‘(’~ ) -kor buokling ‘perpendicular to the axl-s of

eymmetry,–except asymptotically, acmrding to equation (62),
although it can intereect the Euler curve (Uy) for buck-

ling In direction of the axis of symmetry. This is the
caso for so nuch shortor lengths as the section wall Is
thicker.

4. THE GENERAL CASE

If the” oros.s ee~tion reveals neither axial nor point
symmetry, the warping moments g~, llfj,Cp do not disappear

and equations (44a,b,o) are, as a result, couplod. In
equation (45)

therefore tho unknown coofflcients al~ aa~ a3B are mutu-

ally dop~ndent and result In throo linear, homogeneous
equatlocs, whose determinant must dieappear for the eritl~
cal case. This relation supplies a cubic equation for the
three potontial t~istlng-failure stresses ~DIS uDa, CTIJ=,

of which, of course, only the smallest retains our intorost.
l!ha insorti,on of tho ~D vsluee gives three different ra-
tios q/a3 and aa/as each, which define the position

of the three centers of rotation Dl, Da, -d Ds , as is

soon from the following equations:

tS+=-FSq=+yl)q’ ‘OthatyD=~

1

(80)

lla=~
I%a

qh+Eaq=-x~tp, so that xD=-—
as

With the abbreviations (46), (47), (48), an/1 (56), as well
aa

m+%
?y ~ -— (81)

@Jp. - “

(82)
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the disappearing determinant

=0

*< E Rx
v

~EC+GJq - aD Jp I

Equation (83) ia the well-known “secular equation” which
re~ds:

(84)

All roots are real (symmetrical determinant) That
they are always positive as well, is seen from the follow-
ing. The integrn,nds of Al and A“n in the strain quan-
tities ts, ha, CP and their derivatives, respectively,

being quadratic and homogeneous, Ai and Aa become
thr-o~gh (45) homogeneous quadratic functfons of the coef-
ficients al, as, and as. The result is:
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and
. . . ...... ‘-As n V-~.~.-[F(als. +a~?), + Jp 4?s.?1=.. ...

Since tho difference Al - Aa and with it 0 - ~D $
shall be a minlnium, the three equatiOnE .

a(~ - u~ w!

aai—
=0,1 = 1, 2, and 3

25

(86)

quadratic functions of al, aem and &L3. The so-

eqUatiOn (89) with r06peCt tO uD giveO :

(91)

.

(87)

must ho compiled with. Obviously, these are Idontlcal
with those obtained from (44) through (45), whose disap-
pearing determinant leads to equation (84) amd so, to tho
throo values UDI, ~e~ aD3 and to the three ratios al :

of tho at * tho Euler formula:

a(~ - O-n*) a(O-
-——— —— + ——-

UD ~) ae

aal aL a a=

(88)

is agplicablo: that is, the difference, becauso of tho
throo oquatione (87) Is

which in tho present case proves the correctness of the
doublo statement Al - Aa = mln = O. Such a proof can he
quite generally adduced when

~e = al fl(z), ns = ~

in place of (45), because @

Introducing

fa(z), IV = a3 f3(%) (90)

and @ “are again elwaye ho-
mogeneous5
lution of
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%
where , of course, the values ~ and —

as
should be in-

serted (but which follow from (87), not before). Having
thus defined ~ and @ as positive, as is readily seen
for W from (86) nnd for ‘$ from its.physical signifi-
cance, it foil.oms from equation (91) that the threo roots

~1~ aDa~”~nd aDa are all positive (i.e., compressive

stresses).

Tho premise Al - Aa = mh = O can, moreover, be re-

plr,ced %y the other demand:

(92)

nhe rein ts, lls, w would be the solution functions (un-

knorn ns yet) of the problem. The differential equations
for thoso functions cnd nlso OS CD itself, are obt~.inod

from equntion (92). Tho vari,%tfon carried through, gives:.

which proves the previous argument.

Tho practical solution of (84) is best effected with
the flraph for the cubic equntion given as figure 5:

w“ - 3W* +pw - q = o (95)

Hereby:

us +UX+CJ
‘m”— -z

3
(98)

First determine: ~s, ~~, ay * then am, p, q, and read
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th~ particular minimum UI value from tho chart. The
..... ,-twls.ting-.failure ..strqgqgth~n follows as

-, . .... --.,_ .- ...4....
(99)

3’or very thick-walled sections, the conditlofis resem-
ble those of the s~ecial case discussed previously. One
of the three roots, say, is aprmoximately equal to

‘~~~le the ;ther two roots fol~the very high stress us #

low from equat~on (84) divided.hy us. The lnzckling here

if3 practically free from twist. With x ~a y as prin-
cipal azcs, for example, (pxy = 0?9 it IS WI * ~x and

=U‘Dn . y“

5. REFERENCE TO MY REFE~NCE POINT 0: TIYISTIHG 17AILURE

FOR FORC3D AKIS OF ROTATION A

The cross-sectional shane being preserved, the de-
sc~lption of the strains C- be made with three (on z do-
pond.eat) sots of data. This time, howovor, the choson
strein quantities include, ~sido

the diaPl~~Oments 50. 70
from the angle of twist,

of an artttrary roferenco point

o. 0 is to have the coordinates Xo, 70 and from thd

oriGin of a coordinate system Z, ~ parallel to x, y,
The unit warping 6 roforreii to tho real center of rota-
tion D is oxprossed, sccording to figure 2 (cf. equa-
tion 9), as:

,%= V+;oy -fox+K

Hereby the unit warping W roferrod to O is given
throu~h

Further, it IS o
.

(loo)

(101)

(102)

(103)

\,

,
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The result is: .

Z=t

Ai=+
f{

~1a
E Jy to + 2E Jxy go” no” + E J= ?lO”a +

Z=o

+ 2E~ Lo” q“ + 2EEX Toll cp” +

with

I
R== ‘ Xiia’

.
F.

F

iIorf30vcr: l?- F

(104)”

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

(109)

Z=o

Herewith follow from 8 (Ai -Aa) = O, tho thrco difforon-
tlal equations:

(lllfl)
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~rv + EJX ?10EJxy . Iv+mxq?v+qpmo”. q Fxocpn=o
m ..-.— ,,.,- . .— -- .- -.! .— .41111))

my 501V + E% lloIv +~~#v+ul)~yo~oll- ~D~Xo?lon+

+(~B7p-GJT)q”=0 (llla)

These equations (111) are more complicated than equa-
tion (44), hut they can be considerably simplified when
Introducing the actual center of rotation D as arbitrary
roferenco point 0, because

t~ = 0, ~DsO (112)

They then become:

3 Ey l-pIv+UDFYD~”=O

Iv
qRxT - a~ F x@’ = O

E~w1v+(uDYq-GJm) q)”=o
L . .

whereby tho warping momrnts:

and

c,’
F

(l13a)

(l13b)

(113C)

(114)

(115)

as WO1l as tho warping strength C depend on the (yet un-
known) :gosition of tho center of rotation D. Equation
(113c) Is In accord rrlth equa%ion (26), obtained from the
condition for momont oqu~llbrium about the axis of rota-
tion of a column oloment. The equilibrium condition 2Z =
O for tho forces in column dlrqction Is already mot by
equation (32)

J

>
; d~ =-0

thus eliminating tho ~~cond term in”o uation (107) nnd
leeving for ?)~ the simpler equation 25 :
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Equations (11S&, h) are the previously cited conditions for
equilibrium of tho moments about the y and x axes in
connection with the equilibrium conditions ZX = O and
ZY=O for any column element. This is readily seen from
the expressions for the bending moments and transverse
forces. With equation (31) the bending moments are:

ta

‘Y =
/

X5 dF = - E ~Q” (116)
T

nnd F

r
.

Bx =
..4

y6dF =-EfixcP” (117)

and the transverse forcos:

when applying the relation:

1+

Ts= + Eq)’”
1

ti dF (120)
.

U=uo

follo~iig from equation (21) nnd offocting c “particl inte-
gration.

. 17riting the expression (9) or (91) Into (114), (115),
and (25), Gives:

:7 =R3.+~~Jxy-~~Jy =Ry-xDJx=+yDJy (121).

Ex = Rx + =8 J= -YSJXY=RX-XD ‘x + yD ‘xy (122)
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*JyD ‘xy + yD y

. 2XD Rx + 2YD ‘y

,.

31

(123) “

Then equation (113) can bo solved. with

T,
Trz

=EOilli (124)
,.

yleldia~.et first:

and

GJT+~E5

‘D=-—;
—— (127)

, p

Zy eliminating ~ from Path of two equationa, the
unknown diatancea XD and yD of the center of rotation

can be determined, after which insertion in one of the
three (125) to (127) gives ~. Compared with (95) tO (99),

this method is extremely tiresome, alnce the equationa for
xD# and YD are couplod and of the third degree.

Admittedly, conaidera~le simplification obtaina if
aymnetry prevaila. With ~ =~mdyD=O, for ex-

ample, oquationa (126) and (127) become:

and

G.JT + ~~ E(C - 2xD R= + XD* Jx)

~D=- t .—
Jp + ~ XDa f.,

(128)

(129)

From this follows as distance XD of the axia of rotation,
from the center of gravity, the quadratic equation

lG Jp
C+-g~JTZa-TJxJp,-

xDa Tr. ~D --- ——.—-— - —= o (130)
Rx
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Owing to the term
(+) (:) ‘T ‘8 s ‘D ‘s ‘0’ ‘n’y ‘e-

pendent on the croes-sectional parameters given through
the section center line; hut aleo on the wall thickness

and the column length (parameter (~)a (~)a , where b

denotes any cross-sectional dimension. 9))

Effecting any axis of rotation A intersecting the
axis of cymnetry - by hingelike guidances along the whole
bar (fiS. 6a), for instance - affords the following equa-
tion:

GJT+fiE(C- 2xA Rx + XA” Jx)

GA = .———— (131)
Jp + F XAa

which springs fron equation (129), if xD Is replaced by

x~ 9 the distance of tho axis of rotation A from the col-

umn axis passing through S. For, as is readily seen, the
reaction forces appearing on the Suides have no effect on
tho equillbriun of tho concnts about the axis of rotation
A, and equations (26), (l13a, end (129) retain their va-
lidity, if A iS used Instead of D. But now equations
(l13a,h) r.re no longer nppllcable, because the romctions
modify the transverse forcos in the Individual cross sec-
tions. Though the onor~y o~resslons Ai and Aa (oqun-
tions (104) and (110)) rennin the snne, only g kn$ be vn.-
ricd in i3(Ai -Aa) =0, as (p now constitutes tho solo
Indopoadcnt quantity.

Fi~uro 7 illustrates the relation of critical com-
prossivc stress UA to distance XA for a certain chan-
nel section. The extreme points of the curve UA = f(x~)
are at the same time the zero points of equation (130), as
-— —— .-— ———— -— -—

‘)While reading the proofs of this article, a report tom~-
ing on the same subject by E. E. Lundquist, entitled:
the Strength of Columns that Fail .by Twisting, ” appeared
in The Journal of the Aeronautical Scioncos, vol. IV, no.
6, April 1937. Referring to H. Tagner (reference 4),
Lundquist proceeds from equation (127) and postulates for
the &xis of rotation such a position as will cause OD
to he a minimum. This method leads to the solution of an
equation system - (125) to (127) - (or of (128) and (129)
for symmetry).
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can he proved $rom a differentiation. The two roots of
? equation- (57) -therefore ag.r.ee,.with--the extreme values of -..-,-.

equation (131). This is dir.eotly oonneo-ted--~ith -the pr6-
vious formulation of the energy method In equation’ (92),
because the numerator or denominator, re~peotlvely, of
equation (131), IS proportional to the respective internal
or external work in establishing the sine formula (124).

For x~ = =, uA is equal to the Euler st~ess Ux.
This case c- be enforced, for example, with guidances of
the type of figure 6b. The” result of the”foroe couples
due to the guides iS that the transverse foroes applied at
the .~oss seotions always ags~e the position demanded by
the equfllibrium. On the channel section of figure 6b, for
example, the transverse force ~ must pass through S on

acoount of the central compressive force, which Is lmpos-
sihle. wtthout guides.

Tho cases cited in fi~res 6 and 7 are of signlfimnce
insofar ce columns of open section are frequently used as
stiffeners of the skin of stressed-skin structures. The
axis. of rotation is in this case sub~ect to considerable .
displacement toward ths sheet mhlch in addition furnishee
an elastic support against twisting, resulting in a marked
rise of critical compressive stress compare-d to the values
computod hero. A nathomat~cnl analysis of the two effects
on combined action of metal skin and contoured columns is,
of courso, quite difficult.’ I

6. RELATION OF TWISTING FAILUIU3 STRXSS an TO
. .

WAGNERIS CRITIdAL STRESS %

Vlth center of shear U chosen as reference point .
in tho sense of the preceding chapter, we obtain, in place
of equation (111), three corresponding differential equa-
tions for the displacements of the ohear center LMS TM*
and the angle .of twist cp. With the un~t”warping W* as
defined in equation (11) and meferred to” the shear center,

b C* non.replaces “~, that iS*

(132)
.

1,,, 1,.. .,, ,-,
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Owing to equation (10), the moments

ing ‘~ and ~x disappee.r,

%* and .RX* replac-

wblch affords a certain sire-.

plificatlon over equation (111):

/

J

J

1

%“E X W* dI’ = O, %* S yw*dX’=0 (133)
.

Only tho symmetrical c~se ie treated hereafter. For
symnm try rith the x axis, me obtain with Jxy = O,

yM = 0. the folloning equations from equations (lllb,c):lO)

E C* ~lv + ((TD Jm* - G JT)q” -~DFXM~M”=O (134b)

using the a?JbrOViatiOn (JM for Wagnerfs critical stress,
according to equation (77), in conjunction with equation
(45) for the critical compressive stress an, me have:

th.nt iS:

(
xMa

)
uDa 1 - ‘~ - a~(a@ax) + ~Max = O

‘P
(135)

[

——

{

xMa
ax+u~ T (UX-UM)*+ 4~x CM —

}
(136)

1P *a

Ifx+o,

stresses, as eeen
relations:

neither CM nor ox are critical

from equations (135) to (136F). The

10)Cf. equations (53a, b).
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. .
q 1

{

“ an
=- 1+—+

,.: ~D -2 “--ax J

following from equation (1361) are illustrated In figmrb
It Immediately affords the percentage of error inourred
when tho critical compressive stress ~ is computed by

Wagner~s formula (77) or according to Euler~s (47). The
error increases with the ratio, rospect3vely, of (s~u=
or u=/cY~ and with the ratio Ddip*B dependent’on the

8.

—
section form as, for oxamplo, Ie shown for channel sec-
tions a~ainet. aspect ratio G/b In figure 9. The dis-
creFanci08 bet~o~n aD and crM, and betmeon uD and U=,
respectively, are least when the ratio

(139)

is a mlnir.um or maximum, rospoctivoly; I.e., in tho case
of vanishing wall thickness of column length, respectively,
for very groat wall thicknossoe or column lengths. In
thcco cases tho approxinato formulae:

or

(140)

(141)

are aypllcable. The latter la in agreement with the ap-
proximate formula (62) and with equation (67) for %loieh”
For the cmse u~ = ax,

(142)

1s exactly valid. .

.— .-
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If limited to values below 1 for q/% (shorter col-

umn lon ths and wall thic.knesse~, respeotlv’ely, and for
@~M 7greater column lengths and wall thicknesses), the

error for CD conformable to (77) and (47), respectively,
cannot exceed 100 percent, according to equation (142).
The maximum error in the most unfavorable case is 97 per-
cent for chmnnel sections, according to figure 9, and 82 .

percent for the case
k = 1),

illustrated in figure 4.

In reality the maximum error hero does not exceed 44 per-
cent (fig. 4), because the Euler stress (JY for buckling

In symmetry direction becomes less than CM for fairly

short lengths, so that starting with such lengths the crlt-
Ical stress would then no longer be computed by Wagner?s
for~ula (77) hut by the Euler formylg (46). Such llmita-
tloq of the maximum possible error exists, for exanple, on
all channel sections with a~b > 0.73 (ay < Ux). Figure

8 showc the maxlmun -lUOS of ~M/~D for channel sections

rlth a/b > 0.73 as a dashed curve. For tho rest, tho
uso of figuro 8 in conjunction with Wagner’s formula (77),

is of real advantage only if tables for C*, J*, and xM

arc available; otherwise, equation (58) gives quicker re-
sults.

It also Wi.l-l‘be noted that the Wagner stress ~M is

directly obtainable from the onorq method through the
arbitrary (Ritz ‘s) formula:

(143)

nhich, rritten In (104) and (110) for AI and Aa - cen-

ter of shear M replacing raference point O - gives:

AI -Aa= 0(0, 0s as) - ~D~(O, 0. as) > 0 (144)

that is
0(0, O, a3)

~D<-
$(0, o, ZJ

(145)

Then the eclual sign, rr.3placing the unequal sign In (144)
and (145), gives the Wn~ner stress CM. The reason thflt,

in spito of the doubtfulness of the method of making ar-
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bitrary assumptions for several variables. the error~ are,
on thfa-.yh?.le....-. -1. =... ,-.not.excessirs,
that in (145)- accidentally,
was made.a minimum through (
only tne quotas:

-i4.pxo”~ably .&ze.-to.%he faot
at least - the numerator

143), bocauso it consists

*
and fron C It oan readily be gho n that under all pos-
siblo values it has tho s~allest.ll 7 For angle and T
sections, for example, C = o.

Xeverting to figure 7 and equation (131), applicable.
In the case of symmetry with the x axis : While the min-
inum of CA is equal to UD, (equation 58), the require-
ment of a minimum value for
lonance for equation (15):

(X*)* =

the numerator gives, with al-

Rx _
J= - ‘M

(146)

i.e., the Wagner stress:

(
~8

GJT+~;EC-J-
)

GJT+ *1E C*

(~A)* ~ UM = -
x =. la—— (l~y )

Jp + F xMa ‘P*

This gives the relation:
q

C*=C-J
x

[148)

valid for symmtry with the x ax~s~ which ean he employed
In the numerical determination of C .

———— ----—
ll)~ormlate .

.
{

8 [ -W*8 dl?-1( f W* dr)a] = 0.
~F

Then the
,.

introduction of equation (14), representing a purely geo-
metrical relation, gives the equations (10T defining the
center of shear. a

.

1-
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On the other hand, a much more comprehensive ~iew
of the rt218tiOn exist~ng between the Wagner stress ~M

and the actual twisting-failure stress than is afforded
from equations (136) to (138) is obtained from equation
(1341)) if l’lM is expressed with ql:

Observing that

the conventional

TM .zMq) (149 )

~M = xM - xD (150)

sine formula gives the followlng relation:

GJT+~EC*

CD = ~~ + ~ x—~- (151)
MD

For the numerical cs,lcul~tion of UD , this cquatlon

is not o~pedlent, as it would first require the calcula-
tion of tho distance XD between cpntroid and center of
rotation from the quadratic equation” (130). The signifi-
cance of this relation lies in tho convenience of compari-
son mith equation (147) for a~9 Replacing XD nith the

~shear ccntor distance XM = in the left-hand side of
Jx ,

equation (130), it becomes negative because, obsorving
equation (148), we obtain the folloving inequation:

C*+~~JTt”
-— * ——<0 (152)

‘x

x VC.lUOS which in amount are greater than the roots of
equation (130) make, on the other hand, the left-hand
side posltlve, giving a picture as shorn In figure 10.
xM accordingly-always lies between the two roots x~, of
which one is positive, the other negative (their product
is given through - Jp/F!) according to equation (130).

To obtain the lower critical stress ~, it is necessary
to insert the value having the same prefix as xM in equa-
tion (151)0 ~t thiS XD value being always greater in
amount than XM according to the foregoing, It follows
that CD < ~M.
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For great Jq ta the distanoeg xD and XM and

*. cOn,SOqUQntly, .un -and aM.. differ wery- considerably, ac-
cording to figure 10. The difference becomes less as the
wall thicknesses or~lengths become less. But in the ex-.
tremt3 ca8e of JT 1 = o, they disappear for angle and T
sections only, because C* = O for these sections only,
so that then the equal sign takes the -place of the <

sign for JT la = O in (152). For all other (not doublo
symmetrical or point symmetrical) sections, thero always
romdnc u finite distance between oontor of shear and con-
tcr of rotation and consequently, a dlfforence between
~ and uD (600 dSO eqUatiOnS (139) ana (14(3)) t3Vt3n if

s =Oort=O.

7. SUPPLEMEI?TAEY NOTE FOR THE

L and s ARE llB!RY

CASE IN WHICH

SMALL

For very small column length mnd wall thickness tho
theory cdvancod here fails bocq,uoe then tho twist is ac-
companied by buckling of tho walls and the aross-sectional
shape 1s, as n result, altorcd. The twistin -failure

?)strcssos as computed with equatio~ (58) nnd 99 , respoc-
tivoly, would in thn.t case bO no more thnn a very rough
mpproximntion under cortr.3n circumstances, and a,mathomat-
ICR1 treatment of the existing conditions Is quite diffi-
cult. For curved-section contor line, for example, it
would present a complicate shell problem involving other
than the usually allowed-for IItensile stresses” ~,

liflexural ”stresses’1 ~ linearly distributed over the wall
thickness.- Besides, the immediate effect of the shearing
stresses T on the strains would in most cases be no lon-
ger negligible, as they are in noway always small on ac-
count of the short ooIu~ length (shell length). They are,
therefore, in general, no longer computable with (30) from
the equilibrium conditions (21) and (120).

For sections built Up from a few straight pieces, the
!) solution may perhaps be somewhat easier, but here also~

the argument made for ~, holdq tru~. On the other hana,
allowance for the bending stresses 5 linearly distrib-
uted over the wall thicboss is maao easier, since it is
Possible to apply simple formulas for the change of cross-
soctional shape at buckling. The simplest caso of this

. ..

. . ._._ ——. — . . - .-. .. - ---- ,
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kind is that of n cruciform section. Here , even for very
littlo wall thicbess (In first approximation) the cross-
soctional shapo 1s proservod and the twistin

7
of tho cross

sections about the controid (double symmetry is identi-
cal with buckling of the rails after one single half-wave,
tho walls being visualized as plates pin-ended at ono
side and free at tho other. The “tensile stresses” d,
constant over tho wall thickness, disappear in this caso

%ecrwucic. 6 = C = C* = O. If b denotes tho log length
(width of plates), formula (48), as well as Wagnerts con-
formr.blo formula (77) (S = M!), gives:

G JT E ~a
aD=-~ ‘——

p = 2(1 + V) ba
(153)

Tho twisting-failure stress or buckling stress aD

is accordingly unrelated to the column length. But this
result is valid only if the length does not fall below a
certain anount. Because, as tho colunn length becomes
loss, tho hitherto ncgloctcd ‘Iflexurnl stresses” 6 lin-
early distributed over the wall thickuess , become of
ever-increasing cignlfic~nce and result here in a rise of
critical comprosnive otress. The completo Wagner formula
(s00 footnote, p. 32) allows for these bending stresses

~ by cdding tho term Cbdn ~ rolmtod to tho transverse

fiarping, to the term Cbdu ~ C*, connectod vith the cir-

cumfcrontial warping and tonsilo strcssos d, rospoctive-

ly. Eoro ()L ~s S3;
Cbdu = O and Cbdn = 9 and (153) is

replcced by the more exact values:

‘Wagner (
1 ma ba

+
)

Sa .
-——- Ev (154)

= 2(1 + p) i~~ ~

~~i~ oqu~t~on is, up to a factor 1 : (1 - Pa) in

tho correction term, In ngroomont with the. approxi.mato
term originally obtainod by Timoschenko (roferonce 5) on
the iICGiS of tho Ritz nothoi! for buckling of plates under
tho previously cited boundary condition. It is seen that

the Improvement through for ~ > 10 Is already in-Cbdn
significant (< 2 percent).

According to Tagncr, the game formula (154) would be
used on an anglo section of leg length b, but this prop-
orly would be permissillo only when the axis of rotation
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D passed through the point of i.ntersoetlon of the two .
logs~ And this really nevqr happ-ens, as shown at the..endm

-----of-the preceding “clidptier(tilois it 38 intentionally ef-
fected through guides, etc.)., while on the other hand, the
error i

7
so much less as wall thickness and length are

10s8.12 Tor greater ratio I/b , the porrect~on given

through
G)(?)’ - becau’e then, prop’r-

is meaningless,

ly, it would require a correct~on toward the other side,
whiqh mllons for tho fact that center of shear and center
of rotation aro not coincldeptm Even so, the error is
16ss than 11 poroont desptto the great value ~xM@p* =
0,61, as can ho readily proved, because at fairly small
rctio t/b, Euler buckling already takes placo In direc-

tion of tho axis of symmetry (at (~)a~)”=l.07).

Slnilar conditions prevail on the*uneven leg-angle
section and on the T section, rhere C likewise = O.
But for all other sections, nllowance would have to be
mado for tho chhngo in cross-sectional shape induced.by
buckling. Every section therefore presents a new problem
which is probably solvable for the slmpk cases only. The \

actual criticnl str~ssee r.ro lower, rather. than higher,
comparod to tho tmistlng-failure stroesss computed accord-
ing to (58) or (99).

8. PRACTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE VALUES ~, Rx, aad C

Tho starting point for computing the warping moments
Ry, Rx and of the warping strength C dependent on the

cross-soctionnl shapo only, is formed, as seen fr”om equa-
tions (37) to (39) by the unit wprpf.ng w referred to tho
centroid which, according to figure 1, can bo determined
as areas. For aectlons built up from straight pieces, the
calculation becomos fairly simple booause the w aro in
sections, linear functions of the ciroumforential coordi-
nate u, as rell M tho coordinates x, y of any point
of tho section contor line. Then the integrals for By ●

Ex, and C can bo computod exactZy from-the following for-
,-

mulas, in which ~ and w denote any linear function of
—

12)In contrast ~ith the doubly symmetrical cruciform sec-
.tlon, .5 and C d5sappear on the angle seation only in
the extrene case.
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u at intervml u~-l g u s u:..

Uk

f

A Ull
W(U)U (U) du = —6 [~k-~ (~k-~ + Wk) +

,
‘k.l + tk (2Wk + Wk-l )]

~ [wk-~ (~k-l + *k) +=

(155 )

Uk.l
These formulas, whose calculation

tabulation can, of course, be enployed
Ing the inertial and centrifugal monents. They are nlso
applicable for partially or completely cur ed center lino
If it is replaced by a set of straights.13 T

$k+ $ka] (156)

is test effected by
also for ascertain-

Quite often it will be of advantage tooapply, instead
of the w referred to S other unit warping ~ referred
to cny favorably located reference point O. With the
equation (fig. 2):

ii= IV +56 y -7s x + K (157)

a simple calculus gives the following relations:

—. ..— ——————

i3 )
For the usual section forms, a tabulation” of the numer-

ical vc.lues for %* Ry* c ‘Ould be ‘uitable ‘imilarly”
as for the cross-sectional area and the inertia moments.

.

——.—
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(160)

Hereby

and, corresponding to (107),

The application of these formulas to a channel sec-
tfon will serve as Illustration (fig. 11). Owing to the
symmetry rith the x aXis, it is R= = 0. For computing
Rx and C, it is best to use the coordinate system ~, ~

parallel to X,y that is placed through the Intersection
O of section center line and axis of symmetry. Observing
the prefixes for rt and %t as given in section 2, it
is seen that, when passing froa point 2r to point 2, Ft
has the positive value a/2 for both flanges and value O
for the web. The coordination of the unit warping W. =
O to point O, is followod according to equation (101)

u
n

E =;.+
J

~t du
.

. 0
.

by the unit varping anti~ymmetrical to the.. x axigt ... .

all
Fal = - — Wll

2’ = o, tio = 0, ,71 = o, ~a =+% (163)

whence

Iml
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J
a

“r

14)
o

Then equr.tio~ (155) and (156) give, in simple fashion:

ii:=v~saalla
4

and

It further is:

ZB =

and

Jx =

6--

ha : (a+ 2b)

1
— s aa (a + 6b)
12

(165)

(166)

(167)

q~l~ final ro~ult~, according to equntlons (159) and
(160) aro the oxprosalona: .

s aa ha n + 3~Rx = ~~ - ~s J= = - -––—– ——
s a+2b

(168)

previously omployod In the oxanplo of section ~.

Translation by J. Vanior,
National Advisory Conmitteo
for Acroneutics.

14)
Choosing the opposito sons; of rotation changes the

prefix of Ft, but not of R.
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Figure l.- Section center
line of an open

section with notation.

Corresponding
,4 to:

Figure 3.- Determination
of the twisting

failure stresses 6D -d 6D
2 3

from CiS ,6X ,~x by ~~S of
Mohrls circle.

Figure 6.- Channel sections with--
guides(enforced axis

of rotation A).

1//’+! ‘/

“Derivativ9sof7 ,.
the unit warping ”.w*:G~‘.

x-y-Syet& through

}
jw -W, + r,du

centroid S;..
x*-y*.”$y~t&’t~o~

center of shear M; }
..=...$?.,.,.

Z-~-Syst& through ~
reference point Q: 1

.=., +j’’~du

center of rotation D:}ti=fiO+j”~[
?-~-System tti’omgh”actual

Ft=rt+Zs cOsa+ii.y sin a

F:=rt* + ZM cos a + jj,wsin a.

00030

%- 1
mm

@75.H
-A-.-l I I

R’igure4.- Twisting failtie stre~s
~ %ainst length % and

wall thic@ess s of channel sections
with a/b=l.
“’%ler s’ik6sses””’dX’&d”6y according
to Eq. (73),(74)j twisting failure
stress 6D according to Eq.(58) by
means of Eq. (73),(75),(76), Wagner
stress k according to Eq.(78),
Bleich s;ress cfB1eich according to
Eq.(79).
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- 47#
‘-476

- 478

-420
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Figure 5.- Chart for determining the
twisting failure stress

6.D=m6m from the cubic equation
@3—3cu*+pul-q=o.
O,$+u=+uyn,,,= — 3

“7 Y Figure 11.- Solution

E-IN

z’ of q and
Con U-channel section.

~5 W@
OD s Z,r

a .
7--

7
w

b

Figure 7.- Twisting fail-
ure stress crA

with enforced axis of
rotation A for a channel
section with sib= 1,
l/b=24, s/b=O.l(Fig.4)

GJT++E(C —2X.{R.+X.I:J.)
<)=., ——

J]) + F X,, 2

D

Figure 10~- Quadratic equation
(130) forxD .

— — —

twiOting failu;e et;ess
6D from Wagnerls stress CM and
Euleris stress &x for open sections
with symmetry to the x mis.
xM/i*- ‘forchannel sections from
Fig. ~; for other sections compute
with Eq.(15). ---- curve for chan-
nel sections in the extreme case

?6
o-. For channel sections with

a b> 973* where 6<6X ,it gives
the maximum valuesyof @UD.(Digits
denote length-width ratio a/b).
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